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INTRODUCTION
At the IPA Conference
in 1980 I presented
in Stratford
a
paper on Account Planning.
now is partly
My brief
to
up-date
the personal
view I giave then - how I see account
planning
now - but also to look ahead,, to speculate,
as
to how it might further
develop.
In doing this,
one certainly
isntt
short of material;
a
great deal has happened since 1980.
That very short
perj-od of three or four years has seen some very d.ramatic
changes in the account planning
world.
On the
so aI1

all
face of it,
the
should be sweetness

developments
and light

have been positive,
. and yet!

'concerns'
paper uses words like
The title
taken for this
I've
'
d
a
n
g
e
r
s
t
and
because I am concerned that we do not aII
delude ourselves
into
are much healthier
thinking
things
than they actually
are.
The danger is that we ignore a new disease that I
'planning
is breaking outi
it is called
myopia'.

believe

It is not as virulent
as herpes or a.i.d.s.
or as frightening
suddenly,
but it does arrive
on the scene egually
can
certainly
be transmitted
from one person to another,
and,
- which
reach epidemic proportions
in my view, can quickly
would be very nasty j-ndeed.
Fortunately
it .is early
days:
I think
we can
f also think
to spread.
But my main
catch the disease before
it starts
I am not sure many people have yet recognised
worry is that
this
disease and its potential
dangers,
and will
not until
it's
too late.
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I would like
to present
the slrmptoms as I see them and,
more importantly,
the cure;
because I think
the cure
is very largely
in the hands of account pranners themselves.
Recent

Developments

The rpatientr
remarkably
fit

-

account planning
and strong.

certainly

looks

rt is easy to forget
that i-t was onry as recently
as 1979
potritt
that
the late
and lamented stanrey
in a campaign
article
carred. rHow r started
Account planning
in Agencies',
was writing:
and Account Planners
"Account Planning
have become
part of agency jargon over recent years.
Irve been
able to track
down about ten agencies
currently
using them.
Therers even a new pressure
group called
the Account Planning
Group. "
Just

consider

whatrs

happened

since

then.

Hardly
any new agency now starts
without
represented
fronr the start
or very near

account
to it.

planning

Therers been a lot of progress
in the estabrished.
agencies
too.
The spotlight
that shone so bright
in the 70ts is
now dimmed and the magical
transformation
from rresearchl
'research
'
a
c
c
o
u
n
t
through
p
l
a
n
n
i
n
g
'
and
planningr
to
can
'Deed poll'
now take place very quietly
and easily.
planning
lives!
The account planning
world has bred a compretely
new animar:
the plannlng
independent.
Under one of their
auspi_ces we
have had another
first;
an ad associating
account planning
strength
with award winning
advertisi_ng.
An ad which,
itself
award.
, r^ron a creative
Now we are exporting
our talent
to the USA.
Slow1y but
surely,
to the home of advertising,
go some UK trail(hopefully
blazers;
to give a flavour
of what makes UK
advertising
so much admired nowad.ays and not to find. more
perceptive
ways to interpret
those day-after-recalI
scores).
Therers
been the development
of the
itself.
From just over one hundred
just
under four hundred. now.

Account planning
members in'1979

Group
to
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There are all
those planning
articles
in Admap and Campaign;
the IPA has published
a booklet
on Account Planning;
and,
where oh where would the IPA Effectiveness
Awards be without
the account planni-ng community !
All of that has happened in the last three or four years
and it's
a lot of change.
It has been coming for much
longer than that
years preparing
ten or fifteen
the
ground by just a few agencies to get to SLanIey PoIIitt's
'about tenr in 1979 - but itrs
only in these last few years
that the rexplosion'
has really
taken place.
Where We Are Now - Apparentlv
What it all
adds up to is that now, aII of a sudden,
planning.
is part of the agency 'establishmentr.
account
quirky
ft is no longer
that
rather
thing
nobody understands,
which a few agencies
have and the rest try to dismiss
as
unnecessary
either
or exactly
what they are doing anyway"
planning
It is now the non-account
agencies
that
look oldf ashi-oned and def ensive.
Itrs
interesting
to speculate
on what
balance,
and opened the flood-gates.

really

tipped

the

The cynic night
say it was when those established
agencies
you had to do was say yourd
suddenly'tumbledr
that all
got planning,
maybe recruit
a couple of people,
and then
work out what you did with it!
Or maybe it was the idea that you would get TV commercials
like
John Webster's and press ads like
David Abbottrs
if you
'planning
just got hold of some of this
thingr.
But I would say that
it was the rush of successful
new
agencies,
all by definition
non-establishment,
but all
with account planning,
and
which tipped
the balance,
'establishmentr.
made planning
I actually
think
the
wrong conclusion
was drawn
association
a straight-line
between planning,
and apparent
highly
creative
output
success - but it was drawn nonetheless.
Not only is account planning
now part of the establishment
it. is that rarity
in this
day and age: a growth industry.
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and there
You have seen the APG membership figures
are
lots of people climbing
on the band-wagon.
There are
account planners
more and more people called
around but,
y
o
u
r
h
e
a
d
h
u
n
t
e
r
s
c
o
n
t
i
n
u
e
t
o
t
e
1
I
as the
therefs
never
which is very good news
enough.
Demand exceeds supply,
the rprice of planningr
continues
for all account planners;
to rise.
It is all
too easy to forget
what it really
was like,
not
all
The questions
and the debates about
that long ago.
account planning
seem to have gone away.
Its very existence
questioned
is rarely
now;
it is apparently
accepted more
and more across the other agency disciplinesi
we don't
hear
much nowadays about how it is emasculating
account management;
we no longer have those shrill
criticisms
about rbolt-onl
planning.
Thatrs what the 70's were Iike.
Easy to
many account planners,
a time they never

forget
and, for
actually
knew.

all
is set fair.
And, presumably,
So apparently,
when
one looks ahead, all
one can see j-s more of the same, all
gone away.
the problems
f

for

one don't

Where We Are

think

so.

Now - Really

I actually
donrt think
the patient
is as healthy
as he
Indeed. I think
there is a bit of 'emperorrs
new
looks.
at the moment.
clothes'
about account planning
A lot of
f do not think
the success is more apparent
than rea1.
gone underand problems have gone away, just
the concerns
ground.
we have gone from
f do not think
quite
guickly
so
or so generally
would say we are in the agnostic
this.
recognise
As I have made clear already,
it is one with
But I believe

atheists
to believers
as maybe appears.
I
phase and we should

is a personal
this
substance.

view.

and discussion
derj-vedr ds it must be, from observation
Itrs
when you start
but you do get a lot of both of these things
Though you obviously
aII over again as T did guite
recently.
all
the time,
should be re-thinking
and re-assessing
as we
d.ramatic to rea11y
all
know, it usually
takes something rather
focus the attention.
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particularly
This is obviously
so when the last thing
you
'cloner
want to do is simply
what you've been doing before.
So you meet and talk
to, and indeed recruit,
a lot of new
people, across all
the agency disciplines.
This, and the
you are in .anywayr does force the re-think,
new situation
make you step back from the cosy and familiar,
and perhaps
give you a clearer
perspective
of whatrs actually
happening.
A quite different
view of
goes something like
this.

account

planning

can emerge.

It

is the latest
Account Planning
fashion.
Yes it seems
widely
accepted but iL is really
only grudgingly
so.
It has
introduced
a new breed of well paidr or over-paid,
individuals
who assume guru-like
status
and power, through a sort of
intellectual
arrogance,
a belief
in their
monopoly of
understanding.
At worst they can 'rip-offr
the naive
agencies who feel
they have to have some of this,
apparently
panacea.
all-powerful,
They actually
see themselves,
these planners,
as the pivotalpoint
in advertising
development.
Account men are actually
supposed to do:
left
confused, as to what theyrre
Who writes
the brief?
Who does the briefing?
ttre work?
Who polices
people see it. all
group discussions'
as 'four
And creative
\rpyoung
and being patronised.
inexperienced
by very
and
j
u
s
t
But the discontent
startsr.
is now
vague mumblings
got power and nowadays
and rumblings
because planning's
you donrt challenge
it.
And the Account Planning
Group within
preservation
society. Inward-looking,
and all
about self-perpetuation.
A11 in

all,

the

It is an extreme
to make a point.
agency! )

rprider

than

point
of
(And of

this?
A selfself-congratulatory

can come before

vj-ew of course.
not
course itrs

the

'fall'.

An exaggeratj-on
like
that
in your

a lot of truth
in a lot of it.
More than
But I think
therers
is
most of us would care to admit.
Ancl my prime concern
any less true than the rsweetness
that I don't think
itfs
f see,
and light'
view which seems to me, in everything
hear and read,
to be held by so many people in the account
planning
fraternity.
It is this
myopia' .

lack

of

awareness

which

I

have chrj-stened

'planni"ng
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Planning

Mvopia

It is the dangers of self-deception.
Dangers that have
been spelled
out before,
in relation
to marketing,
in
a lucid,
compelling
and now classic
article,
written
in
'Marketing
1960 by Theodore Levitt
and called
Myopia' ,
Hence my title
today.
Revj-ewing numerous examples of US industries,
and in
making the strongest
possible
case for the marketing
approach,
for vision
and for adaptability,
he wroLe:
rln truth
there is no such thing
as a growth
industry,
I believe
. Industries
that assume
themselves
to be riding
some automatic
Arowth
escalator
inevitably
descend into
stagnation.
rgrowthl
The history
of every dead, and dying
industry
shows a self-deceiving
cycle of bountiful
expansion and undetected
decay. t
As we view
bear those

rgrowth
our little
comments in mind.

industryr

r think

we should

Of course Levitt
had a lot of advantagesr
not least
his
academic titre,
Lhe authority
of Harvard and the Harvard
Business
Review and the whole history
of us industry
from
which to gather
his examples of how it can aII go hrrong
if myopia sets in.
r do not have any of that but r do have one great
advantage.
Because account planning
is still
very much in its
infancy
and something
can actually
be done about its myopia before
it becomes a real problem.
But the absence of both Levitt
like
authority
and the
painful
lessons of hi-story does mean that my 'message'
can be much more easily
dismj-ssed as just one personts
view and a mis-guided,
over alarmist
one at that.
I am
certain
that it is not.
r think
there are a number of questS-ons
have to answer, to their
own individual
to decide whether or not I am right.

account planners
satisfactions,

Fj-rst of all,
does the problem exist?
fs planning
myopia
real.
Is it tomorrow's
danger?
Is account planning
in
general deceiving
itself?
In Levittfs
words, is it
rbountj-ful
rundetected
expansion'
harbouring
decay'?
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is that planning
My contention
myopia does exisL and
potentially
it is a considerable
danger.
The gap between
planningrs
view of itself
and the external
view is just
too wide.
I do not think
it but we will
If

the

problem

werre at the decay stage
be unless we take action
does exist,

does it

or
to

anything
avoi-d it.

like

matter?

The answer to that musL be 'yes it d.oes | .
ft is not about
doing it apparently
successfully
it is about doi-ng it
right.
And doing it right
is what the long-term
healthiness of account planning
is going to be aII about.
at heart,
account planningisall
about helping
to get
If,
can we honestly
say that has
the creative
work better
the planni-ng
happened in the last
few years alongside
j
u
s
t
what
d
o
w
e
d
u
c
k
t
h
e
i
s
s
u
e
by debating
explosion.
Or
'bettert
means.
things
And when I read some of those,
often excellent,
and then think
about the work their
wri-tten
by planners,
it makes me realise
that there is another
agencies produce,
gapr and sometimes it's
huge, between our theory and our
practice.
and optimistj-c
So, as I look ahead, I am not as bullish
if you like
is that
My 'nightmar€r,
as many seem to be.
debate will
become
come back, the private
the debate will
public
Not,
again,
but the questions
will
be different.
planners
d.o
but,
because
and w-hat do they
should we have
cost, what have
an additional
they are, quite properly,
j-r
just.ify
the
cost.
they achieved
to
account
if we are not careful,
in general,
![y fear is that,
planning
the expectations
will
be found lacking
against
themselves.
That
raised
in others
by the account planners
is itomorrowrs
dangert .
is, not so much to be able to
The challenge
question
but, through the way planners. act
make sure it never needs to be asked.

answer the
and contribute,

60's
in the late
those agency researchers
The fate of all
reminder of how
and the 70's should serve as a constant
change.
The
things
how easily
easy it is to come unstuck,
f ate.
pri-ce of planning
myopia would be a similar
Sorthe next and final
myopia?
cure planning

question.

What needs to

be done to
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What Needs To Be Done
Sadly f do not think
there is an easy answer because
I think
in both self-examination
and,
the answer lies
I self -medication'
if you Ij-ke,
by every individ.ual
who
calls
him or herself
an account planner.
Because I think
the key thing that is going wrongl,
public
certainly
face is concerned,
as far as planning's
and the real danger we face, is that we are forgetting
what planning
is rea11y all
about,
in my view, primarily
It is not,
about systems and
generally
procedures,
applied,
but about individuals,
developed.
and their
inter-relationships,
indivj-dually
We need to constantly
remind ourselves
that
account planning
developed in recognition
of just how difficult
the doing and
advertisj-ng
is.
How it was getting
selling
of outstanding
as consumers got more and more
more and more difficult
as the advertising
sophistj-cated
in relation
to advert.ising;
got more and more cluttered;
and as the tradenvironment
j-tional
agency researchers
research
techniques
and traditional
got less and less helpful.
was no longer enough.
Great for relevance;
buL relevance
theories
of how
Great for those universal
simplistic
works;
advertising
but not for the real world of complexity
but not
and diversity.
Great when money was no object;
when value
for money is the key.
being bred from
If we remind ourselves
of that - planning
then we surely
can, and must,
difficulty
and uncertainty
resist
now making it a 'system'
and a set of procedures
to all problems,
at all
times,
by implicatio4,
to be applied
across all agencies.
ad.option of the
Isnrt
there
a real danger with the reflex
'four
group discussion
and animaticst
response that wetre
to number
the reduction
actually
swapping one formula
and norms
for another?
Stephen King in
paper this year

his l"larket
said:

Research

Society

Conference

rAdvertising
research
is an unusual type in that
as not the research
method is chosen
as often
problem
to
be
solved.
is only sorted
and
the
first
'
i
n
d
e
e
d
if
at all.
out af terwards,
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How many of us, hand. on heart,
deny that,
can really
even in this brave new world of account planning,
this
isn't
still
too often too true.
danger that standard systems and
Isnrt
there a further
procedures
lead almost inexorably
to rigidity
in thinking
in advertisj-ng?
and formula
Isnrt
the implicit
certainty
the very antithesis
of creativity
and the very antithesis
of how account planning
should contribute?
Let us also remind. ourselves
that planning
was never
and structure
conceived to be about organ5-sation
either;
about demarcation
lines
and ultra
specJ-alj-sation.
That
what the old-sty1e
agency researchers
were all
about.

is

people
We should. surely
heed the lesson of marketing
here:
rmarketingr
forgetting
that
was first
and foremost
an
attitud.e
of mind and thinking
it was a structure
called
'productt
or rbrand managementr, withi-n which are the seeds
for short-term
thinking,
defensiveness
and brand devaluation.
So, if it is not about
let us remj-nd ourselves
they are, what theyrre

systems, procedures
and organisation
who
what it. is about - the people;
like
and how they do what they do.

(By aII means let us have the debates about how many
planners
you should have to account men, whether or not
you should do your own research,
who should write
the brief:
issues but I do not think
they are
they are interesting
fundamental. )
is how each planner
contributes
individWhat is fundamental
They have their
ually
to his or her individual
agency.
jobs because their
agencies
they do their
have planners,
jobs because of who they are and how they act.
They have
the right
to speak, they have a responsibility
to make
to be
their
contribution,
but -they have to earn the right
influential.
j-n my view,
about the divine
right
It is not,
power.
that
is any different
I do not think
function
within
an agency.
As I

said

at

that

fPA Stratford

or
of status
from any other

Conferences

rThe key job with planning,
is to
above all else,
the correct
balance between it. and the
ensure that
development
The future
is maintained.
other
functions
f genuinely
on this.
depends totally
of account planning
could undo
of planning
an over-dominance
believe
that
I
all
the good. work very quickly.
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I sLill
totally
the individuals
of realities.

believe
this.
I think
it is
concerned and the recognition

all
of

about
a number

that outstanding
account
Recognising
ads were done before
planning
them;
that
advertising
and are now done without
development is a rprocess of people'
no one of whom, by
more
right,
warrants
regard than any other
and whose inter(given talent
relationship
of course) makes the difference
between the mediocre,
the good and the outstanding.
that there is no monopoly of wisdorn or ideas
Recognising
just a group of people with different
skills,
abj-lities,
experience
and personalities
trying
very hard, together
answer to a series
to get as near as they can to the right
problems.
different
from each other,
of specific,
Recognising,
most of
end in itself.

all,

that

account

planning

j-s not

an

in all
cases, hopewhilst
I think
that account planning,
guidance and opinion
perspective,
ful1y,
adding context,
development,
should be different
in character
to advertising
people as planners,
between agencies.
ft is about d.ifferent
people in other disciplines,
different
Clients,
different
problems and all
over time.
different
these rd.ifferentsr
It is why the cure for planning
myopia is not a miracle
and individual
not public.
one;
it is private
is, to
account planning
It is why in assessing how right
is
it's
viewed
within
an
me the first
consid.eration
how
(
d
i
f
f
j
c
u
l
t
q
u
a
n
tify
how well
itrs
contributing
to
agency
'
f
e
l
t
r
to its
cost
of course,
but certainly
) in relatj-on
or as a new business
and not how it. is viewed by Clients
tool.
is going to be
nothing
That is why, in the last analysis,
than
for the future
health
of account planning
more important
Nothing is
of account planners.
the human relationsskills
going to be more important
and awareness'
than sensitivity
world
world but of how the internal
not just
of the outside
p
l
a
n
n
i
n
g
'
s
i
n
v
o
l
v
e
m
e
n
t
i
n
numbers,
frequent
ticks
too.
Despite
'
s
c
j
"
e
n
t
i
f
icness' , because of its neltness,
measurement and
and adaptable
of
has to be the most flexible
it actually
Less what you do more how you
aII the agency disciplines.
do it.
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l"lutual respect
and inter-relationships
are the key.
That
is about individuals.
No amount of systems, procedures
or whatever can deliver
it.
That is what I think
we are
p
l
a
n
n
e
r
s
forgetting
w
h
e
n
so often
I hear
speak and read
what they write.
I think
it is being forgotten
because itrs
very difficult
Systems and procedures are
to do and to 'get hold ofr.
more easily
repeatable
simpler,
defined,
over time, not
dependent on individuals.
They confer
status
and, to a
degree, power.
But I do not believe
it is about making things
simpler,
about making them right.
it's
Not certainty,
systems
people and
and power through
status
but uncertainty,
That is precisely
what
contributions
through individuals.
in the 60's and early
went wrong with agency researchers
decline
through over-c1aim,
rejection,
lack of
70's
and non-contribution.
involvement
very difficult
I do, of course, readily
concede that it's
presence isn't
to get it totally
right
where a planning
and personnel
embodied. right
at the top in agency philosophy
- or
a much more conmon occurance
than many admit,
I think
where other parts
of the agency are not as strong
as one
m5-ght wj-sh, particularly
area.
But I do not
the creative
think
they are an excuse for not trying.
be seen as an
The objective
is c1ear.
To, indivi-dually,
guestioning,
and welcome part of the
involved,
contributing
either.
team.
Not gurus, not dominant.
Not sub-ordinated
just
add.ition
that
Not separate,
not complacent;
a natural
wheels turn better
makes the internal
part of the team.
If itrs
and integrated
And an important
just a way of doing cheap group discussions,
of, providing
or just an extension
additj-onal
new business resources,
or there because
marketing
department,
of the Clients
It is not
then we have got problems.
everyone else has it,
planning'
and it is not about a straight
about 'deed poll
output.
input
line
from planning
to creative
in the agency
At the end of the day it is about others
'r'm glad we've got so-and so and so-and-so,
they
saying
helps,
and we are getting
that means planning
helptbecause
it right.
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Summarv
What I

have tried

to

argue

is

as follows.

Account planning
should not rest on its
it has
laurels,
still
to win them.
There is no room for complacency.
Thi-s is not to deny that a lot has been achieved
a Iot
of good new people for the business,
more subtlety
in
greater
the debate,
consistency
achieved and generally
j-t is just
a 1ot more 'airr
let in to the deliberations
to say how easy it is to delude ourselves
and be selfsatisfied..
Planning myopia.
years or so from 1965 laid
If the fj-fteen
the foundations,
the last three or four have just built
the base.
The
job has now to be done.
If we recognise
account planning
still
in its
phase and not
infancy,
is in the ragnosticr
problems,
wi-thout its
then there is a chance that the job
will
be well done.
What each account planner
has to decide
can help the cause.
If they accept the
cure for myopia is in their
hands.

is how he or she
diagnosis,
the

I started
with a title
i-n part derived
from Theodore
Levitt.
He extolled
the very virtues
I think
account
planning
needs:
flexibility,
adaptability,
self-examination,
'forward-thinkingnessr,
the need to develop or decline.
I
think he should bring us to a close.
He wrote:
rAn expanding market keeps the manufacturer
from
having to think
very hard or imaginatively.
If
thinking
is an intellectual
response to a problem,
then the absence of a problem leads to the absence
of thinking.
If your product
has an automatically
expanding market,
then you wlll
not give much thought
to how to expand it.'
Please let us apply the lessons from rmarketing
myopiar to
account planning.
Let us not deny the problems.
Let us
not be devalued
by others
by over-valuing
ourselves.
Let
us do the thinking.
Let us not 1et rplanning
good that has been done.

myopiar

grow and undo all

the

is

